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The influence of grain boundary conductivity and microstructure on the electrical
properties of BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d have been examined. Grain sizes were varied by
sintering at various temperatures. Impedance data were analyzed using the brick laye
model, and some new consequences of this model are presented. The specific grain
boundary conductivity exhibits an activation energy of,0.7 eV, and for similar
processing routes, is independent of grain size. An isotope effect was observed, indica
that protons (or deuterons) are the mobile species. TEM investigations showed the
intergranular regions to be free of any glassy phase that could account for the differen
in bulk and grain boundary properties. Single-crystal fibers, grown by a modified
float zone process, were notably barium deficient, and exhibited a low conductivity,
comparable to that of polycrystalline Ba0.96Ce0.85Gd0.15O32d.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Proton conduction in doped perovskite oxides h
been the subject of extensive investigation ever sin
Iwahara and co-workers demonstrated the utility of su
materials in hydrogen sensors and other solid st
ionic devices.1 Proton incorporation into such material
has been generally recognized to occur by a two-s
process.1–3 The first, the introduction of trivalent ions
on the normally quatravalent ion site (e.g., replaceme
of Ce41 in BaCeO3 with Gd31), creates vacant oxygen
sites, or, in oxidizing atmospheres, creates electro
holes. The second, the exposure of the material to H2O
or H2 containing atmospheres, leads to the occupat
of previously vacant oxygen sites by hydroxyl group
and the uptake of the remaining protons at other oxyg
sites, or (again, for highly oxidized atmospheres) to t
exchange of electronic holes with protons.

In contrast to the general consensus on the mec
nism of bulk proton incorporation, there are unresolve
questions with respect to the chemical and electric
properties of the grain boundary in these materia
Indeed, it has been proposed that the grain boun
aries in barium cerate, in particular, are responsible
the overall high conductivity of this material. Such
conclusion would naturally drive the development o
nanocrystalline materials. In the present work we demo
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strate, on the basis of microstructural investigations
by transmission and scanning electron microscopy, an
electrical characterization by impedance spectroscopy o
both polycrystalline and single-crystal materials, that the
grain boundaries in barium ceratedo notprovide a high
conductivity pathway for proton transport. In combina-
tion with our earlier work describing the variation in
conductivity with slight variations in stoichiometry,4 we
conclude that differences in composition produce muc
greater changes in the overall conductivity of Gd-doped
barium cerate than do variations in microstructure.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Proton incorporation

The introduction of trivalent dopants into (Ce-
deficient) BaCeO3 is normally assumed to occur as per
Eq. (1) (written in Kroeger–Vink notation), a mechanism
that introduces oxygen vacancies.

2Cex
Ce 1 Ox

O 1 Gd2O3 °! 2Gd0
Ce 1 V≤≤

O 1 2CeO2 .

(1)

Subsequent exposure to humid atmospheres is presum
to lead to the incorporation of protons as per Eq. (2).

H2Osgasd 1 V ≤≤
O 1 OO °! 2OH≤

O . (2)

Thus, two protons (or one water molecule) can, in
principle, be incorporated for each dopant ion added t
the system.

The protons introduced according to Eq. (2) are no
bound to any particular oxygen ion, but are rather free
 1998 Materials Research Society
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FIG. 1. A typical Nyquist plot for a polycrystalline material. The rea
and imaginary components of impedance are plotted as parame
functions of frequency. Data collected from BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d, over
the frequency range 100 Hz to 1 MHz with an applied voltage of 0.9
and in an H2O-saturated argon atmosphere. (Frequency increases fr
right to left.)

FIG. 2. A circuit of resistors,R, and constant phase elements,Q, that
has the impedance shown in Fig. 1.

to migrate from one ion to the next. This easy migratio
results in the high proton conductivity observed in dope
perovskite oxides.

B. Grain boundary phases

The possibility that an amorphous, Ba-rich phas
exists at the grain boundaries of doped barium cera
was first proposed by Kreueret al.5 Such a phase was
expected to appear if some fraction of the trivale
dopant ions, e.g., Gd, were to be incorporated into t
structure of the perovskite, e.g., BaCeO3, on the divalent
(barium) site rather than the quatravalent (cerium) si
As a result of dopant incorporation onto the “wrong
site, the material would essentially contain an excess
barium as demonstrated in Eq. (3).

2BaBa 1 Gd2O3 °! 2Gd≤
Ba

1Oi
00 1 2BaOexcess , (3a)

or

2BaBa 1 V≤≤
O 1 Gd2O3 °! 2Gd≤

Ba

1Oo
x 1 2BaOexcess . (3b)
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FIG. 3. “Brick Layer” model of a polycrystalline material. Grains
are assumed to be cube-shaped, and grain boundaries to exist as
layers between grains.

It is this excess barium oxide that was believed t
reside at grain boundaries, and furthermore provide
pathway for fast proton transport. It is noteworthy tha
dopant ion incorporation by Eq. (3) also results in
concentration of oxygen vacancies that is lower than
Gd incorporation took place only on the intended Ce si
and has, therefore, been used to explain differences
water uptake results as reported by different authors6

Thus, knowledge of the grain boundary state is cruci
to understanding both the bulk and grain boundary pro
erties. As part of the present work, we have investigate
polycrystalline Gd-doped barium cerate by transmissio
electron microscopy to elucidate the nature of the gra
boundary regions.

C. The brick layer model: New implications

Impedance spectroscopy is a highly useful techniqu
for studying the conductivity of ionic conductors in
polycrystalline form, not only because the need fo
nonblocking electrodes is eliminated, but also becau
the resistances due to grain interiors and that due
grain boundaries can, in many cases, be measured in
pendently. From these data and knowledge of the sam
dimensions, the bulk (or grain interior) conductivity can
be extracted in a rather straightforward manner. In ord
to determine grain boundary conductivity, in contras
one requires some microstructural/electrical model
well as additional microstructural information, specifi
cally, the average grain size and the average gra
boundary thickness. While the procedures for calculatin
grain interior and grain boundary conductivities form th
“brick layer model” discussed here are known (see, fo
example Refs. 7–10), they are reviewed here to enab
3, No. 6, Jun 1998 1577
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. Equivalent circuit models of a polycrystalline material wit
the brick layer microstructure. (a) Each component explicitly includ
in the circuit; (b) simplified equivalent circuit in which componen
in parallel have been lumped together. Note the similarity to Fig.

a discussion of the impact of microstructure on the for
of the Nyquist (2ZI vs ZR) plot, and of the full extent
of the information that can be extracted directly fro
the electrical data.

A Nyquist representation of the impedance da
of many polycrystalline materials exhibits an arc
high frequency, a second arc at lower frequenci
and a linear portion at the lowest frequencies (Fig.
In the absence of any knowledge of the propert
or microstructural characteristics of the material, t
impedance data can be fit to an equivalent circuit mo
containing oneQ element and two (RQ) subcircuits
(R and Q in parallel) that are in series with one
another, Fig. 2, whereR  resistor (with impedance
ZR  R) and Q  constant phase element (wit
1578 J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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FIG. 5. A comparison of the measured and fit impedance for the da
shown in Fig. 1. Fit parameters given in text. Data plotted in the
(a) Nyquist representation; and (b) Bode representation.

impedanceZQ  [Y (jv)n]21,11 wherej 
p

21, v 
frequency,Y andn are constants, andn ranges between
0 and 1). Experimentally, the exponentn character-
izing the constant phase elements of the (RQ) sub-
circuits are found to be rather close to 1, and thus the
elements behave much like capacitors, and we refer toY
as the pseudo-capacitance. The frequency at the apex
each of the arcs in Fig. 1 corresponds to the characteris
frequency,v0, of each of the (RQ) subcircuits and is
given by (1yYR)1/n.11 If these frequencies are sufficiently
different from one another andn is close to 1, the
resistance of each of the subcircuits is given by th
distance across the real axis that each arc extends,
shown in Fig. 1. In addition, the equivalent capacitance
C, of each subcircuit is given by (Rv0)21.

The two quantities of greatest interest are the re
sistances,R1 and R2, associated with each of the (RQ)
subcircuits. In order to correlate these with physically
meaningful quantities, we model a polycrystalline mate
rial to consist of cube-shaped grains with grain bound
3, No. 6, Jun 1998
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FIG. 6. X-ray diffraction patterns of ceramic powder with nomin
composition BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d postcalcination; (a) batch-1 mate
rial, containing a small amount of BaGd2O4; (b) batch-2 material,
containing a small amount of BaCO3. Peaks due to impurity phase
indicated with an asterisk.

FIG. 7. X-ray powder diffraction patterns of sintered, Gd-doped b
ium cerate showing the absence of secondary phases: (a) BaC0.9-
Gd0.1O32d ; (b) BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d.

aries both in parallel with and perpendicular to th
direction of the applied field (Fig. 3). This “brick layer
model, was first proposed by Beekmans and Heyne12

and further discussed by van Dijk and Burggraaf13

While these earlier works considered some limitin
cases individually, we follow the generalized approa
proposed by Nafe.8 The relevant geometric paramete
are defined asL  sample length,A  sample cross-
sectional area,G  edge length (or diameter) of the
grains, andg  grain boundary thickness.

For g ! G, the total length and area of all perpen
dicular (or series) grain boundaries is given by:

L'  sgyGdL ,

A'  A .
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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FIG. 8. X-ray powder diffraction pattern of single crystal fiber with
nominal composition BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d. Peaks due toa-quartz,
used as an internal 2u standard, and to CeO2, present as an impurity
phase, marked with the lettersQ and C, respectively. (Background
subtracted.)

Similarly, the total length and area of all parallel grain
boundaries are given by:

Lk  L ,

Ak  s2gyGdA .

If, in contrast, the grain boundary thickness were com-
parable in magnitude to the grain boundary edge length
the more general relationships presented by Nafe8 would
more accurately give the total lengths and areas occupie
by grain interiors and by parallel and perpendicular
grains boundaries.

Assuming that each component of the material be-
haves as an (RQ) subcircuit, as suggested by the experi-
mentally obtained impedance data, the equivalent circui
model of an ideal polycrystalline material is as shown
in Fig. 4(a). There are three subcircuits in series with
one another. The first contains the (RQ) components
of grain interiors and of parallel grain boundaries, the
second contains the (RQ) components of only series
grain boundaries, and the third a constant phase eleme
describing the electrode response.

The equivalent circuit of Fig. 4(a) can be simplified,
as is done in Fig. 4(b), by combining the two resistances
that are in parallel into a single resistor, the inverse of
which is given by

1yRgbk 1 1yRbulk .

Similarly, the two constant phase elements can be com
bined into a singleQ, which, assuming then’s are
similar, has a total pseudo-capacitance of

Ygbk 1 Ybulk .

To this point, we have not established which of the
physical processes of the brick layer model correspon
3, No. 6, Jun 1998 1579
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TABLE I. Composition of batch-2 samples of BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d sintered at several different temperatures, in both grain interior and gr
boundary regions. Number in parentheses indicates uncertainty in last digit(s).

Interior Boundary

Ts at. % Ba at. % Ce at. % Gd at. % Ba at. % Ce at. % G

1700 19.2(9) 17.0(8) 4.2(2) 19.4(9) 16.8(8) 4.4(2)
1600 19.3(9) 17.0(8) 4.2(2) 19.4(9) 16.8(8) 4.3(2)
1500 19.5(9) 16.8(8) 4.3(2) 19.4(9) 16.8(8) 4.3(2)
1400 19.2(9) 16.9(8) 4.3(2) 19.3(9) 16.9(8) 4.3(2)
average 19.3(9) 16.9(8) 4.3(2) 19.4(9) 16.8(8) 4.3(2)
expected 20.3 17.3 3.05 20.3 17.3 3.05
t
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to the high and low frequency responses observed
the experimentally obtained impedance plot. We pr
ceed by making the usual assumption that the low
mid-frequency arc is associated with the response
grain boundaries in series with grain interiors, and th
the high-frequency arc corresponds to the combin
response of grain interiors and parallel grain boundari
The basis for this assumption is discussed below.

Taking the grains and grain boundaries to have
specific conductivities ofsbulk and sgb, respectively,
and operating under the assumption that transport
parallel and series grain boundaries occurs by the sa
mechanism, yields

1
R1


1

Rgbk

1
1

Rbulk


A
L

Ω
2g
G

sgb 1 sbulk

æ
, (4)

and

1
R2


1

Rgb'


A
L

(
G
g

sgb

)
. (5)

Defining si  LyA h1yRij allows us to rewrite Eqs. (4)
and (5) in terms of conductivity:

s1 

Ω
2g
G

sgb 1 sbulk

æ
, (6)

and

s2 

(
G
g

sgb

)
. (7)

At first glance it appears that, whileR1 and R2 can
be obtained from a Nyquist plot, neithersgb or sbulk

can be determined from an impedance measurement
a knowledge of macroscopic sample dimensions. T
problem of how to interpret the impedance spectru
becomes more tractable if we assess, under vari
limiting conditions, the impact of the relative magnitude
of sgb and sbulk on the relative magnitudes ofR1 and
R2, and thereby on the Nyquist plots. The ratioR2 to R1

can be obtained from the ratio ofs1 to s2:

s1

s2


R2

R1
 2

µ
g
G

∂2

1

µ
g
G

∂
sbulk

sgb
, (8)
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and the reflects the fact that the relative resistance o
R1 to R2 is dependent on both physical (sbulkysgb) and
microstructural (gyG) properties.

1. Case (1): sbulk . sgb

For the situation wheresbulk . sgb and a mate-
rial has a typical microstructure withg ! G, Eq. (8)
reduces to

s1

s2


R2

R1


µ
g
G

∂
sbulk

sgb
, (9)

and, significantly, Eq. (6) reduces to

s1  sbulk . (10)

Equation (10) is the usual assumption made in interpret
ing impedance spectra and measuring bulk conductivity
Current flow, in materials for whichsbulk . sgb is
true, will follow grain interiors where it can, and pass
through relatively high resistance grain boundaries only
as a means of moving from one grain to the next.
Significant deviation from the simplification of Eq. (1)
occurs only whensgb @ sbulk. Even if grain boundary
and bulk conductivity were comparable,sgb , sbulk,
the measured value ofs1 would be only about 2%
greater than expected from Eq. (10), for a microstructure
in which gyG  1022. Physically, this reflects the fact
that, even if grain boundaries were to present a relatively
easy pathway for ion transport, the area presented b
grain boundaries in parallel to grains is small, and
ions consequently would utilize the larger area pathway
offered by the grain interiors.

The Nyquist plots of materials withsbulk . sgb

will exhibit two distinguishable arcs if (i)R1 and R2

are comparable in magnitude and (ii) the characteris
tic frequencies of the two regions of the material are
significantly different. The requirement thatR1 and R2

be comparable, that is, be at least within two to three
orders of magnitude of one another, reflects experimen
tal realities: a small arc in a Nyquist plot may not
be discernible if it resides next to a large arc that has
1000 times the radius. From Eq. (9) it is evident that
materials with typical microstructures,gyG , 1 (and
13, No. 6, Jun 1998
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 9. Scanning electron micrographs of batch-2 samples of BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d sintered at different temperatures. Bar on left-hand side of
each figure corresponds to a length of 10mm: (a) 1400±C, (b) 1500±C, (c) 1600±C, and (d) 1700±C.
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sbulkysgb . 1), will have 0.01, R1yR2 , 100 for a
wide range of conditions, and thus the first conditio
will be met for a wide range of combinations ofgyG
and sbulkysgb .

The characteristic frequency of a material or a regi
of a material,v0 is, as implied above, given by1yRC.
BecauseR and C depend on geometric parameters
an inverse manner,v0 is an intrinsic material property,
independent of geometric considerations, and given
1yree0, wherer  resistivity  1ys, e  relative di-
electric constant, ande0  permittivity of free space. The
question of whetherv0,gb and v0,bulk are significantly
different from one another reduces to the question
whether or not the products (rgbegb) and (rbulkebulk)
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
n

n

n

by

of

differ significantly. While resistivities of materials cove
many orders of magnitude, dielectric constants do n
vary significantly. Thus, it is reasonable to make th
usual assumption thatebulk , egb,7 and the question
reduces even further to whether or notrgb andrbulk are
significantly different from one another. For a materia
in which sbulk . sgb, by definitionrgb . rbulk, which
in turn impliesv0,gb , v0,bulk. Consequently, two arcs
will indeed be present in the Nyquist plot, and that
lower frequency will indeed correspond to the respon
of grain boundaries. Strictly speaking the characteris
frequency of the high-frequency arc is determined b
the combined dielectric response of grain interiors a
parallel grain boundaries (as well as their resistance
3, No. 6, Jun 1998 1581
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FIG. 10. The density of batch-2 samples of BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d as
a function of sintering temperature. Error bars represent uncerta
in the measurement of macroscopic dimension. Solid line is a gu
to the eye.

However, because parallel grain boundaries have
unfavorable geometry (small area, long length), the
contribution to the capacitance (assumingegb , ebulk)
is negligible. Surprisingly, it is common to justify the
identification of the low frequency arc in a double-ar
Nyquist plot as a (series) grain boundary response on
basis of geometric considerations (e.g., Ref. 14). Wh
C1 . C2 is generally true as a result of the large total ar
and short length of grain boundaries, the characteris
frequency, as stated above, is independent of geom
becauseRC  ree0.

While the measurement ofsbulk in materials of
typical microstructures is straightforward ifsbulk . sgb

[Eq. (10)], measurement ofsgb requires knowledge of
the grain size and grain boundary thickness [Eq. (7)].
the absence of microstructural observations that direc
provide the values ofg and G, the ratio,gyG, can be
estimated from the dielectric response of the materi
Each of the (RQ) subcircuits has a capacitance,C, that,
as described above, can be obtained from a knowled
of the resistance and the characteristic frequency, or
the resistance and the two parameters,Y and n, that
characterize the constant phase element. Specifically

C 
1

Rv0
 Y s1/ndRs1/n21d . (11)

As mentioned above, because of the unfavorable geo
etry of parallel grain boundaries, the dielectric consta
C1, associated with the high frequency arc, should
almost entirely due to grain interiors, whereasC2, the
dielectric constant associated with the lower frequen
arc, should be due entirely to perpendicular (or serie
1582 J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 11. Transmission electron micrographs of batch-1 samples o
Gd-doped barium cerate, showing grain boundaries to be free of an
amorphous phase (a) BaCe0.9Gd0.1O32d and (b) BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d .

grain boundaries. Thus,

C1 ø Cbulk 
A
L

ebulke0 , (12)

and

C2 ø Cgb' 
A
L

G
g

egbe0 . (13)

Because the dielectric properties of the bulk and grain
boundaries are often similar, i.e.,egb , ebulk, then

C1

C2


g
G

. (14)
3, No. 6, Jun 1998
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FIG. 12. Nyquist impedance plots obtained for batch-2 samples
BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d sintered at 1400±C. Temperature of the meas-
urement as indicated. Atmosphere is H2O-saturated argon. Note tha
both R1 and R2 can be measured in (a), (b), and (c), whereas on
the total resistance,R1 1 R2, can be measured in (d).

It is, therefore, entirely possible to measure both sp
cific grain interior (or bulk) conductivity and specific
grain boundary conductivity from a single impedanc
measurement, even in the absence of microstructu
observations, so long as the frequency range utiliz
accurately yields all relevant parameters.

2. Case (2): sgb . sbulk

For those materials in whichsgb . sbulk and which
have typical microstructures,gyG no greater than 1022,
no simplification to Eq. (8) can be made. In order
determine the form of the Nyquist plot, we examin
instead Eq. (4) for three subcases: (a)sgbysbulk @ 1y2
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
f
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al
d

FIG. 13. (a–c) Nyquist impedance plots obtained for batch-2 sam
of BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d sintered at 1700±C. Temperature of the meas
urement as indicated. Atmosphere is H2O-saturated argon. Unlike th
situation reflected in Fig. 12,R2 becomes negligible in (c) such tha
the total resistance is approximatelyR1.

Gyg. The term Rgbk will dominate R1, and transport
along parallel grain boundaries will be preferred to t
through grain interiors; (b)sgb/sbulk , 1y2 Gyg. The
terms Rgbk and Rbulk are comparable in magnitud
and transport both along parallel grain boundaries
through grain interiors takes place; (c)1y2(Gyg)sbulk .

sgb . sbulk. The resistanceR1 will, for the most part,
be dominated byRbulk [the approximations of Eqs. (9
and (10) are valid], despite the greater specific resista
of grain interiors. This results from the more favorab
geometry offered by grain interiors relative to the narr
and long parallel grain boundaries. Assuming, as w
done above, that the dielectric constants of the b
material and of its grain boundaries are approxima
equal and thatn is close to 1, the capacitance of th
first RQ circuit [Fig. 4(b)], for any of the subcases,
again given byC1 , Cbulk. The resistance,R1, is within
a factor of 2 ofRgbk for subcases (a) and (b), whereas
3, No. 6, Jun 1998 1583
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FIG. 14. Nyquist impedance plots obtained at 100±C for BaCe0.85-
Gd0.15O32d sintered in air (unless otherwise stated) at the temper
tures indicated. Atmosphere is H2O-saturated argon. The absolute
impedance has been multiplied by the geometric factor,AyL, to
permit a direct comparison between samples of slightly differen
dimensions. Each curve is offset by an amount 100 kVcm along the
imaginary axis.

is approximatelyRbulk for subcase (c). In all cases, the
resistance of the secondRQ circuit, R2, is much smaller
than that of the first. For the first two subcases,R2 is

R2  Rgb'  2Rgbk

µ
g
G

∂2

ø 2R1

µ
g
G

∂2

, (15)

whereas it is given by Eq. (9) for the third. The ca
pacitance of the secondRQ circuit is, for all subcases,
given by

C2  Cgb' 
1
2

Cgbk

√
G
g

!2

ø C1

√
G
g

!
, (16)

where the latter approximation is obtained from Eq. (14
Because of the differences in response of the fir

and second subcircuits, the Nyquist plot of a materia
in which sgb . sbulk would, in principle, exhibit two
arcs. The high frequency arc would correspond to th
R2Q2 subcircuit of grain boundaries in series with (or
perpendicular to) grains, and the lower frequency ar
to the combinedR1Q1 subcircuit of grain interiors and
parallel grain boundaries, in contrast to what is typicall
observed. This is a direct consequence of the fact th
R2C2 , R1C1 [as per Eqs. (6), (12), and (13)]. In
practice, such a two-arc spectrum is not obtained becau
the radius of the high frequency are,R2, is many orders
of magnitude smaller than that of the “low” frequency
arc. For example, ifsgbysbulk @ 1y2 Gyg andgyG ,
1584 J. Mater. Res., Vol. 13
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FIG. 15. The conductivities,s1 and s2, at 100±C for batch-2 sam-
ples of BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d as a function of sintering temperature
Atmosphere is H2O-saturated argon. Error bars reflect the standa
deviations obtained from the equivalent circuit fitting routine, and a
smaller than the symbol size in the case ofs1. Solid lines are guides
to the eye.

1022, then R2yR1 , 1024. Consequently, the Nyquist
plot will exhibit a single arc, which, for all practical
purposes, intersects the origin. If one knew at the ou
set thatsgbysbulk @ 1y2 Gyg, one could justifiably
interpret theY and n values obtained from this single
arc as bulk properties, and, from macroscopic samp
dimensions, determineebulk. The R obtained from this
single arc would be correctly interpreted as a gra
boundary property (parallel grain boundaries); howeve
it could only be used to determinesgb in combination
with independent microstructural investigations. In th
absence of independent information about the relati
values ofsgb and sbulk, it would be inappropriate to
assume thatR1 is dominated by either the resistance o
parallel grain boundaries or that of grain interiors.

3. Case (3): sgb , sbulk

The case in which the grain boundary and bu
conductivities of a material with typical microstructure
are approximately equal is quite similar to case (1
sbulk . sgb: Eq. (8) reduces to Eq. (9), and Eq. (6
reduces to Eq. (10). The requirements for the observat
of two arcs in the Nyquist plot are also similar to thos
of case (1): (i)R1 andR2 should not differ by more than
a few orders of magnitude, and (ii)v0,1 andv0,2 should
differ significantly. The ratio ofR2yR1 is given by Eq. (9)
and will be on the order of 1022 or smaller, for typical
microstructures. While this value is rather small, it is no
implausible that two arcs that differ in radius by a facto
of 100 could be resolved in a Nyquist plot. The value
of the characteristic frequencies, on the other hand, w
, No. 6, Jun 1998
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FIG. 16. The conductivities, (a)s1 and (b) s2, of BaCe0.85Gd0.15-
O32d as a function of temperature plotted in Arrhenius form. Atmo
phere is H2O-saturated argon. In (a) data from batch-1 samples
omitted as these are coincident with data shown. In (b), for clar
only the data from one representative batch-1 sample are shown

be virtually identical under the assumption thatebulk ,
egb, and consequently, only one arc will be observe
Moreover, as was pointed out in the discussion of c
(1), the conductivity,s1, obtained from this single arc
will be within 2% of sbulk if sgb is indeed comparable
in magnitude tosbulk.
J. Mater. Res., Vol.
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4. Example

Returning now to the data presented in Fig. 1, th
analysis above reveals that only for case (1),sbulk .

sgb, can two arcs be observed. Furthermore, Eqs. (10
and (7) are valid for the calculation of the bulk and grain
boundary conductivities, respectively. Least squares fi
ting of the impedance data to the equivalent circuit mode
of Fig. 2 yielded the parameters:R1  5200V, Y1 
9.20 3 10211, n1  0.905;R2  1620V, Y2  3.48 3

1028, and n2  0.907. The quality of the fit is shown
in Fig. 5. The geometric factor,AyL is 5.64 cm, and
the grain size is approximately 33 1024 cm.15 The
conductivity of the grain interiors is simplys1  9.8 3

1026 V21 cm21. The ratioC1yC2 is 1.573 1023, which,
when combined with the value ofs2, yields a (specific)
grain boundary conductivity of 1.723 1027 V21 cm21.
Multiplying the ratio of the capacitances by the averag
grain size yields a grain boundary thickness of,50 Å,
a reasonable value that justifies the assumptions behi
Eq. (14). These results demonstrate that the grain boun
aries are, in fact, much more resistive that the grai
interiors, despite the apparently small value ofR2.

5. Summary

In summary, it has been experimentally observe
that the Nyquist plot obtained from polycrystalline ma-
terials exhibits either one or two arcs. Analysis of the
brick layer model reveals that there is only case fo
which two arcs will be observed, that is, for a materia
with a typical microstructure, i.e.,gyG , 1022, only
when sbulk . sgb. Thus, for a two-arc spectrum, one
can immediately conclude that grain boundaries ar
more resistive than the bulk,regardless of the relative
magnitudes of the resistances associated with these arc
Furthermore, the first (high frequency) arc represent
only the bulk response, without any significant paralle
grain boundary contribution, and the second (mid to
low frequency) arc represents the series grain bounda
response. The bulk and grain boundary conductivities a
given bys1 ands2(gyG), respectively. If the bulk and
grain boundary dielectric constants are approximatel
equal, the grain boundary conductivity is then given
by s2(C1yC2). The observation of two arcs, whereegb

ebulk, also necessarily implies thatsbulk . sgb, as
only a difference in resistivities between two regions
of the material can be responsible for a difference in
characteristic frequencies.

In a Nyquist plot in which only one arc is ob-
served, the impedance data alone will not be sufficien
to reveal the magnitudes of eithersbulk or sgb. It is
possible for the resistance associated with this single a
to correspond to either the bulk resistance (cases 2c a
3), the parallel grain boundary resistance (case 2a), or
combination thereof (case 2b).
13, No. 6, Jun 1998 1585
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TABLE II. The electrical properties measured in H2O-saturated argon of polycrystalline BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d synthesized under various sinterin
conditions. The pre-exponential term,A, and the activation energy,Es , were obtained from a fit of the data tos  AyT expsEsykbTd over
the temperature range,100–300±C. The pre-exponential term,A, for grain boundaries refers to the total grain boundary conductivity rat
than specific. Number in parentheses indicates experimental uncertainty in the final digit.

s1 (bulk) s2

Batch sinterT s±Cd sinter atm Es (ev) logsAd (KyV cm) Es (eV) logsAd (KyV cm)

1 1550 dry O2 0.576(5) 4.97(5) 0.718(5) 7.39(6)
1 1550 dry O2 0.577(2) 5.03(2) 0.734(3) 7.43(4)
1 1550 dry O2 0.547(5) 4.69(6) 0.741(4) 7.49(5)
2 1400 air 0.561(3) 4.87(4) 0.674(4) 6.48(5)
2 1400 air 0.562(4) 4.85(5) 0.696(3) 6.66(4)
2 1500 air 0.560(3) 4.87(3) 0.94(1) 10.4(1)
2 1500 air 0.575(4) 5.02(4) 0.81(1) 8.7(2)
2 1600 air 0.583(3) 5.07(3) 0.675(5) 7.24(6)
2 1700 air 0.562(3) 4.85(3) 0.71(4) 7.8(5)
2 1700 air 0.547(2) 4.75(2) 0.82(2) 9.5(3)
average 0.56(1) 4.9(1) · · · · · ·
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The brick layer model discussed here assumes
admittedly simplistic microstructure for a polycrystallin
material. This approach has been criticized
de Jonghe, in particular, primarily for its inapplicabilit
to anisotropic materials such asb-alumina.16 However,
the error introduced by the reduction of a comple
microstructure to a uniform array of cube for an isotrop
material is not expected to be large enough that
more realistic model would significantly impact th
conclusions drawn. Tortuous grain boundary pathwa
may be longer than direct pathways by, say, a fac
of 2, but the orders of magnitude arguments made h
will not be affected. In addition, Nafe has analyze
the conductive behavior of several materials, examini
in particular, the change from bulk conduction mech

FIG. 17. The relative dielectric constantse1 and e2 for a batch-2
sample of BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d sintered at 1400±C. Atmosphere is
H2O-saturated argon. Error bars reflect the standard deviations
tained from the equivalent circuit fitting routine.
1586 J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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nisms to grain boundary conduction mechanisms as
function of temperature, and proven the effectivenes
of the brick layer model.8 This approach has also been
applied successfully to doped and undoped CeO2 single
crystals and polycrystalline materials10,17 and to yttria-
stabilized zirconia.9,14,18 Bonanoset al.7 have recently
reviewed several microstructural models for the inter
pretation of impedance spectra, including the “paralle
layer” and “series layer” models,19 the “constricted path-
way” model,20,21 and the “effective medium” model.19,22

They have shown that the layer models are each
specific case of the brick layer model, while the brick
layer model and the effective medium model, in turn,
converge forgyG ! 0. The constricted pathway model,
while very different in nature from the other models
discussed, can only apply to a situation in which (i)
there is an ion-blocking secondary phase at the grai
boundary and (ii) the activation energies associated wit
s1 and s2 are identical. As will be shown below,
neither holds for barium cerate. In the present work we
provide experimental support for the brick layer mode
by demonstrating thats2 can be varied independently of
s1, and also show, though these studies, that the bu
conductivity of barium cerate is much greater than tha
along grain boundaries.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Sample preparation

Crystalline powders of BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d and
BaCe0.9Gd0.1O32d were synthesized by solid-state
reaction from high purity BaCO3, CeO2, and Gd2O3

following one of two sets of procedures. “Batch-1”
powders were ball-milled and subsequently calcined
in air at 1250±C for 12 h. Pressed pellets were
sintered at 1650±C for 10–12 h in dry O2 (gas passed
through a CaSO4 drying column) in order to minimize
3, No. 6, Jun 1998
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,

TABLE III. The relative bulk and total grain boundary dielectric constants of samples of BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d prepared under various sintering
conditions. In addition, the ratio of the grain size to the grain boundary thickness,Gyg, the grain size,G, as measured from electron micrographs
and the estimated grain thickness,g, are also provided. Number in parentheses indicates experimental uncertainty in the final digit.

Batch sinterT s±Cd sinter atm e1 ( ebulk) (unitless) e1 ( egbGyg) 3 104 Gyg 3 1022 (unitless) G (mm) g (Å)

1 1550 dry O2 39.8(7) 2.2(7) 6.2(4)
1 1550 dry O2 43.2(5) 2.4(5) 5.7(2) n/a n/a
1 1550 dry O2 40(2) 2.5(2) 5.6(2)
2 1400 air 36.5(5) 1.4(1) 3.9(2)
2 1400 air 41.6(2) 1.6(1) 3.9(1)

1.3(2) 33(5)

2 1500 air 45.0(5) 4.2(6) 9(2)
2 1500 air 39.8(4) 5.0(6) 13(2)

2.9(3) 27(5)

2 1600 air 43.1(4) 11.2(8) 26(2) 5.0(6) 19(3)
2 1700 air 43.8(3) 17(2) 39(4)
2 1700 air 49.1(2) 16(1) 33(2)

11(1) 30(4)

Average bulk dielectric constant 42(3); average grain boundary thickness 27(6) Å.
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the dissolution of H2O into the material during the
processing steps. Both 10 and 15% Gd-doped bari
cerate was prepared in this manner. Processing of “bat
2” samples (of composition BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d) differed
in that calcination was carried out at 1100±C for 8 h and
pellets were sintered in stagnant air for 4 h. Moreove
four sets of samples, sintered at 1400, 1500, 1600, a
1700 ±C, respectively, were prepared.

X-ray powder diffraction patterns were collecte
both after calcination and after sintering (dense p
lets were ground into a fine powder for this purpos
to confirm that single phase barium cerate had be
obtained. In some cases, loss of barium oxide duri
sintering resulted in the formation of CeO2 on the surface
of sintered pellets, and this was removed by polishi
prior to collecting diffraction or electrical data. The
densities of sintered pellets were determined from
simple measurement of sample dimensions and weig
Density determination by the Archemides method w
prevented by the tendency of pellets to disintegrate wh
placed in various liquids.

The growth and compositional characterization
single crystals with nominal stoichiometry BaCe0.85-
Gd0.15O32d and BaCe0.9Gd0.1O32d have been reported
elsewhere.23 Single-crystal fibers,,500mm in diameter,
were obtained by laser-heated pedestal growth, a va
tion of the float-zone method.24 Dense polycrystalline
rods, prepared from batch-1 powders, served as
feed material. Resultant fibers were examined by bo
single-crystal (Crystal Logic 4-circle diffractometer) an
powder x-ray diffraction.

B. Microstructural characterization and
chemical analysis

Optical photographs, showing differences in co
oration of batch-2 samples, were recorded with a 35 m
camera prior to electrical characterization. The gra
sizes and compositions of these samples were me
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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ured using electron microscopy and microprobe tec
niques, respectively. Pellets were mounted into an epo
resin, cut, polished, and etched with concentrated H
Backscatter micrographs of carbon-coated samples w
recorded with a JEOL JXA-733 SEM. The intensitie
of characteristic X-radiation peaks were collected wit
five wavelength dispersive spectrometers attached to t
microscope. Intensities were converted to stoichiomet
quantities using the CITZAF correction program.25 The
compounds CePO4, GdPO4, and BaTiSi3O9 served as
standards. The grain boundary regions of batch-1 sa
ples were examined with a Philips 430 transmissio
electron microscope, and preliminary results of the
studies have been reported previously.23 Thin foils were
prepared by ion milling at room temperature and su
sequently carbon-coated prior to TEM characterizatio
Diffraction contrast imaging was employed to detect an
minor phases present at grain boundaries. Compositio
analysis of these pellets and of single-crystals was c
ried out using a JEOL 5200 SEM equipped with a
energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS), as also repor
earlier.23 Neither standards nor an adequate means of d
convoluting overlapping peaks were available at the tim
of the data collection, and only the ratios of characterist
peak intensities were recorded for these samples.

C. AC impedance spectroscopy

For both batch-1 and batch-2 samples, impedan
data were collected with an HP 4284A precision LCR
(inductance-capacitance-reisistance) meter, over the f
quency range,20 Hz to 1 MHz. The electrodes con-
sisted of Pt that was sputter-coated onto the surfaces
polished pellets. After the application of the electrode
batch-1 pellets and single crystals were annealed
flowing, dry argon at 500±C for 30–60 min prior to
data collection in order to obtain good electrode conta
Impedance spectra were collected in dry H2O-saturated,
and D2O-saturated argon upon cooling from 500±C to
3, No. 6, Jun 1998 1587
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FIG. 18. Parameters describing the microstructure of batch-2 sa
ples of BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d as a function of sintering temperature
(a) Gyg, the ratio of the grain diameter to the grain boundar
thickness, as determined from a ratio of the dielectric constan
(b) G, the grain diameter, as determined from direct microstructur
observations; and (c)g, the grain boundary thickness as determine
from (a) and (b). Solid lines are guides to the eye.

,100 ±C in 25 ±C increments. Absence of water in the
dry argon measurements was ensured by passing the
through a CaSO4 sieve. Initial equilibration with H2O or
D2O containing atmospheres was conducted at 400±C
for 12 h. During conductivity measurement, sample
were equilibrated for 10–15 min at each temperatu
before data were collected. The applied ac voltage w
0.9 V. Impedance data were fit to an equivalent ci
cuit model using the least squares refinement progr
EQUIVCRT.25

Sample preparation and data collection procedur
for batch-2 pellets were similar with the following ex
1588 J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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FIG. 19. The true or specific grain boundary conductivitysgb , of
BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d at 100±C as a function of sintering temperature
Atmosphere is H2O-saturated argon. Filled symbol represents da
from samples sintered in oxygen (batch-1); all others are sintered
air (batch-2). Error bars reflect the uncertainty in the measurement
both s2 and Gyg.

ceptions: platinum electrodes were annealed at 700±C
for 1 h, data were collected only in H2O-saturated
atmospheres, and saturation was carried out at 600±C for
12 h. Impedance spectra were measured every 10–20±C
steps (also upon cooling) from 600 to,100 ±C, after an
equilibration time of,55 min at each temperature. The
applied ac voltage was either 50 or 100 mV.

IV. RESULTS

A. Physical characterization

The x-ray powder diffraction samples of the calcine
materials confirmed that essentially single phase bariu
cerate had been obtained. Calcined powder of the bat
1 material with a 15% Gd dopant level contained trac
amounts of BaGd2O4, less than 1 wt. %, as evidenced b
the presence of two very weak peaks at 29.4 and 30±

2u [Fig. 6(a)]. The batch-2 powders contained trac
again, less than 1 wt. %, amounts of unreacted BaCO3 as
evidenced, in this case, by the presence of a very we
peak at 23.5± 2u [Fig. 6(b)]. X-ray powder diffraction
patterns collected after sintering showed no evidence
either of these phases in any sample (Fig. 7). Usi
the Burnham routine as implemented in the softwa
program Micro-Cellref from MDI,27 pseudo-tetragonal
lattice constants were refined from the data obtain
from sintered pellets. (An internal 2u standard was not
employed.) Although barium cerate has an orthorhomb
unit cell,28 overlap ofhkl andkhl peaks prevented accu-
rate determination of all three independent paramete
The results for BaCe0.9Gd0.1CeO32d werea  6.225(3),
c  8.776(6)Å, andVuc  340.1(3)Å3; and those for
BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d werea  6.233(3),c  8.772(6)Å,
andVuc  340.8(3)Å3. These are within a few standard
3, No. 6, Jun 1998
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FIG. 20. The specific grain boundary conductivitysgb , of one rep-
resentative batch-1 and all batch-2 samples of BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d as
a function of temperature, plotted in Arrhenius form. Atmosphere
H2O-saturated argon. Solid lines show linear regression fits to the d

deviations of the expected values ofa  6.222(1),b 
6.245(1),c  8.773(2)Å, and Vuc  340.9(1)Å3 for
BaCe0.9Gd0.1CeO2.95.28

Diffraction peaks, as measured by 4-circle x-ra
diffractometry, of fibers obtained from the float-zon
LHPG method were rather broad, indicating that th
crystals contained a high density of structural defec
Nevertheless, strong peaks could be indexed to a cu
unit cell with a  4.40(2) Å and a  4.39(4) Å for
the 10 and 15% doped samples, respectively. Mo
over, it was established that growth occurred alon
the pseudo-cubic [111] direction. Powder diffractio
techniques showed that the fibers of nominal comp
sition BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d contained small precipitates
of CeO2, and that these constituted 5–10 wt. % o
the sample, Fig. 8. From the width of the diffraction
peaks, the diameter of these inclusions was estimated
30–35 nm. The pseudo-tetragonal lattice parameters
refined from the powder diffraction data (usinga-quartz
as an internal 2u standard) werea  6.22(3) andc 
8.78(4)Å. The presence of CeO2 can be accounted for
by the loss of barium oxide during the growth proces
The small unit cell volume,Vuc  339(2) Å3, is also
consistent with a barium deficiency.4 In our earlier,
preliminary report on the growth and characterization
doped barium cerate single crystals, we had incorrec
concluded, on the basis of the EDS results, that the fib
were of the same composition as the feed material. Wh
differences in the relative intensities of the element
characteristic lines were noted, these were attributed
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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FIG. 21. The conductivities (a)s1 and (b)s2 of a batch-1 sample
of BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d as function of temperature in dry, H2O- and
D2O-saturated argon. Data are plotted in Arrhenius form. Solid lines
show linear regression fits to the data. For clarity, only the low
temperature (linear) portion of the data are shown.

statistical variations. For the polycrystalline feed rod, the
ratio of the intensity of the Gd La peak to that of the
Ba La peak was 0.19(1), and that of the Ce Lb peak to
that of the Ba La peak was 0.21(1). The corresponding
values for the fiber were 0.22(3) and 0.23(3).23

Compositional analysis of batch-2 pellets indicated
that, within instrumental error, the desired composi-
tion had been obtained (Table I). Moreover, there was
3, No. 6, Jun 1998 1589
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TABLE IV. The electrical properties of polycrystalline BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d as measured in different atmospheres and for batch-1 samples.
pre-exponential term,A, and the activation energy,Es , were obtained from a fit of the data tos  AyT expsEsykbTd over the temperature
range ,100–300±C. The value ofGyg determined for the conversion froms2 (total) to sgb (specific) for the sample examined in a
three atmospheres is also given. In general, the value of this parameter ranged from 5.43 102 to 6.2 3 102. Number in parentheses
indicates experimental uncertainty in the final digit.

Bulk Grain boundaries

atm Es (eV) logsAd (KyV cm) ebulk Es (eV) logsAd (KyV cm) Gyg 3 1022 (sample 1)

Drya 0.568(4) 4.80(8) 41(2) 0.75(1) 4.36(1) 5.8(2)
H2Ob 0.56(2) 4.9(2) 41(2) 0.73(1) 4.68(4) 5.6(2)
D2Oc 0.606(6) 5.01(7) 40(1) 0.740(9) 4.58(10) 5.4(5)

aAs averaged from two samples.
bAs averaged from three samples.
cResults from one sample.
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no indication of a difference in composition betwee
grain interior and grain boundary regions. Unlike th
composition, both the color and the density of sintere
pellets varied in a fairly reproducible manner with sin
tering temperature. Higher sintering temperatures led
a darkening of the greenish color, and at the highe
sintering temperature the appearance of a thin yello
layer of CeO2. The change in color likely reflects the
increased concentration of Ce31 ions. In contrast, batch-1
samples, sintered in O2 at 1550±C, were a pale yellow-
green. While the grain size of batch-2 materials increas
monotonically with sintering temperature, Fig. 9 (se
also Table III above), the density first increased the
decreased at the highest temperature examined (Fig. 1
The drop in density at high sintering temperatures appa
ently results from grain boundary break-away from pore
(see Ref. 29 for a general discussion of densificatio
in ceramic materials); compare Figs. 9(c) and 9(d
Transmission electron micrographs of BaCe0.9Gd0.1O32d

and BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d (batch-1 samples) are presente
in Fig. 11. These micrographs, which are representati
of the overall microstructure, demonstrate that the gra
boundaries are free of amorphous phases.

FIG. 22. Nyquist impedance plot obtained at 150±C for a single-
crystal fiber of nominal composition BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d . Atmosphere
is H2O-saturated argon.
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B. Electrical characterization

The raw Nyquist plots obtained at selected tempera
tures from two representative batch-2 samples sintere
at 1400 and 1700±C are shown in Figs. 12 and 13,
respectively. A large arc due to series grain boundaries
is apparent in the low temperature Nyquist plots of
Fig. 12. At temperatures of,300 ±C and higher, the
series grain boundary impedance is significant; however
the characteristic frequency of even the lower frequency
arc (which increases exponentially with temperature)
could not be accessed. As a consequence, only the su
of R1 andR2 could be measured at elevated temperatures

FIG. 23. The conductivity of a single-crystal fiber of nominal compo-
sition BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d as a function of temperature in dry, H2O-
and D2O-saturated argon. Data are plotted in Arrhenius form. Solid
lines show linear regression fits to the low temperature portion of
the data. Data in dry argon (gray-filled circles and dotted line) are
almost coincident with those in H2O saturated argon (black circles
and solid line).
3, No. 6, Jun 1998
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TABLE V. The electrical properties of barium cerate fibers wit
nominal composition BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d as measured in dif-
ferent atmospheres and compared to those of polycrystall
Ba0.96Ce0.85Gd0.15O32d .4 The pre-exponential term,A, and the
activation energy,Es , were obtained from a fit of the data to
s  AyT expsEsykbTd over the temperature range 150–250±C.
Data have been averaged for two samples. Number in parenth
indicates experimental uncertainty in the final digit.

atm Es (eV) logsAd (KyV cm)

Dry 0.555(4) 4.4(1)
H2O 0.546(9) 4.3(3)
H2O, Ba  0.96 0.563(2) 4.59(2)
D2O 0.573(7) 4.2(3)

rather than each term individually. This sum yields th
“total” conductivity of the sample, where1ystotal 
1ys1 1 1ys2. As will be demonstrated below, the acti
vation energy for grain boundary conductivity is muc
greater than that of bulk conductivity, and, somewh
fortuitously, at higher temperaturesR1 1 R2 , R1, and
hencestotal , s1. In the case of the sample represente
in Fig. 13, the much smaller series grain bounda
impedance became negligible by 250±C, and s1 and
stotal were indistinguishable above this temperature.

In Fig. 14 the Nyquist plots obtained at 100±C for
five samples, each processed under the different con
tions described above, are shown. The conductivitiess1

and s2 obtained from the Nyquist plots of the batch-
samples are plotted in Fig. 15, as a function of sinteri
temperature. The Arrhenius curves,logssT d vs 1yT , for
all processing conditions are presented in Fig. 16, and
corresponding activation energies and pre-exponen
terms are given in Table II.

These results suggest, at first glance, that th
is a decrease in series grain boundary resistance w
increasing sintering temperature, and that sintering
oxygen leads to higher grain boundary resistance th
sintering in air. Before convertings2 to sgb, to permit a
comparison of the true grain boundary conductivities, w
first note thats1 is essentially independent ofs2. While
the latter increases monotonically and substantially w
sintering temperature,s1 is virtually constant. Thus,
the influence of grain boundary conductivity ons1 is
negligible, in agreement with the predictions of the bric
layer model. These results further demonstrate that i
not possible for the conduction process in barium cer
(essentially reflected bys1) to be dominated by a “fast
grain boundary process” (reflected bys2). A second
experimentally important feature of the data present
in Fig. 14 is that because the size of the grain bounda
arc increased with decreasing sintering temperature,
grain boundary properties could be determined mo
accurately for samples sintered at 1400±C. Samples sin-
tered at 1500±C, which might also have been expecte
to yield grain boundary properties to high accurac
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FIG. 24. The conductivity of a single-crystal fiber of nominal com-
position BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d as compared to that of polycrystalline
BaCe0.85Gd0.15O32d and Ba0.96Ce0.85Gd0.15O32d .4 In the case of the
polycrystalline, barium-deficient material,R2 remained significant
even at temperatures where only the sumR1 and R2 could be
measured; hence both bulk conductivity at low temperatures and tot
conductivity at high temperatures are presented.

exhibited inexplicably large electrode impedances. A
a result, the electrode response obscured the series gr
boundary arc (the effect was more significant at highe
temperatures than that of Fig. 14) and prevented preci
determination ofs2.

The capacitances associated with both the bulk an
series grain boundary responses were determined a
cording to Eq. (8), from which, in turn,e1 , ebulk,
e2 , egbsGygd, and (Gyg) were calculated. The results,
over the temperature range 50–180±C for a batch-2
sample sintered at 1400±C, are plotted in Fig. 17. (It
is only over this somewhat narrow temperature rang
that a large series grain boundary arc and a significa
portion of the bulk arc were obtained, and hence tha
both e1 ande2 could be reliably measured; see Fig. 12.)
The figure reveals that barium cerate has a (bulk) rela
tive dielectric constant of approximately 41 and that i
is independent of temperature, as would be expecte
Furthermore, the grain boundary dielectric response ha
the same temperature dependence as that of the bu
i.e., both are approximately independent of temperatur
suggesting that the assumptionegb , ebulk is valid.
The microstructural parameter,Gyg, is 3.9(2)3 102 for
this sample.

Carrying out the same calculation for all samples
yielded the dielectric constants and microstructural pa
rameters listed in Table III. These results are also pre
sented graphically in Fig. 18 for the batch-2 materials. I
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barium
TABLE VI. The values of two parameters quantifying the isotope effect, as measured in single crystal and polycrystalline Gd-doped
cerate. Number in parentheses indicates experimental uncertainty in the final digit.

Property Crystala gr. int.b gr. bnd.b Model

A (H2O)yA (D2O) 1.05(5) 0.9(1) 1.1(2) 1.41
Es (H2O) 2 Es (D2O), eV 0.027(3) 0.030(6) 0.022(8) 0.02 – 0.06

aAs averaged from two samples.
bResults of one sample.
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can be seen that the rate of increase ofGyg with sintering
temperature is almost identical to that of the increa
of G as measured directly from electron micrograph
The grain boundary thickness,g estimated simply from
the quotient ofGmicrostructuraland (Gyg)dielectric, is approxi-
mately 30 Å [Fig. 18(c)]. This is an entirely reason
able value, corresponding to about 6 or 7 pseudo-cu
unit cells.

The specific grain boundary conductivity at 100±C
of each sample is plotted as a function of sinteri
temperature in Fig. 19, and over the entire tempe
ture range examined in Fig. 20. It is apparent th
despite the large differences in the raw Nyquist plo
and the total grain boundary conductivities for ea
of these samples, Figs. 15 and 16, the specific gr
boundary conductivities are, within experimental erro
identical. The samples sintered at 1500±C appear to
have somewhat higher grain boundary conductivit
than the others; however, this is an experimental artif
related to the high electrode impedance, discussed ab
The activation energy for grain boundary conductivi
and the log of the pre-exponential term for sampl
sintered in air (as averaged from samples sintered at 1
and 1600±C) are 0.68(1) eV and 3.8(4)V21 cm21 K,
respectively. The analogous values for samples sinte
in oxygen are 0.73(1) eV and 4.68(4)V21 cm21 K.

Comparisons of the conductivity of polycrystallin
barium cerate (as obtained from a batch-1 sample)
dry, H2O-, and D2O-saturated Ar in the bulk and grain
boundary regions are presented in Fig. 21. The cor
sponding activation energies and pre-exponential ter
are given in Table IV. The conversion from total gra
boundary conductivity,s2, to specific grain boundary
conductivity was carried out using the values ofGyg
also given in Table IV. That this microstructural pa
rameter was independent of atmosphere further supp
the assumption thate1ye2 is primarily a measure of
microstructural features, and, more generally, suppo
the validity of the brick layer model.

Impedance plots from barium cerate fibers obtain
from the LHPG method exhibited only one arc, Fig. 2
indicating the absence of grain boundaries in a direct
normal to the applied field, and presumably also para
to it. Measurements were made such that the app
field was parallel to the growth direction. The Arrheniu
1592 J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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plots obtained for the fiber conductivity in dry, H2O-,
and D2O-saturated Ar are shown in Fig. 23; the corre-
sponding activation energies and pre-exponential term
are given in Table V. Two fiber samples were examined,
and it was noted that there was a significant difference in
their electrical behavior, with the conductivity in H2O-
saturated argon of the first sample being about twice tha
of the second. These differences were primarily reflected
in differences in the pre-exponential term, A, while the
activation energies in any atmosphere did not differ by
more than 0.015 eV. The values provided in Table V
represent the averages, whereas Fig. 24 shows the resu
for the more conductive sample.

Two key points are noteworthy from the results of
Figs. 21 and 23. Firstly, there is a distinct isotope effect
for all measurements, and secondly, the conductivity of
the fibers is notably lower than that of the grain interiors.
The isotope effect, manifested by a higher conductivity
in H2O than D2O-saturated atmospheres, arises from
both classical and quantum mechanical consideration, a
discussed by Nowick.6 Classical theory predicts, under
the assumption that the potential well in which the
mobile species resides is unchanged upon exchangin
protons with deuterons, that the ratio of the proton and
deuteron attempt frequencies is

vH

vD


s
k

mHs
k

mD


p

2  1.41 , (17)

where k is the force constant describing the potential
well. Because the pre-exponential term,A, is directly
proportional to the attempt frequency,v (and this is
the only manner in whichA is affected by the isotope
exchange), thenAHyAD should also equal 1.41. Quantum
mechanical theory predicts, again under the assumptio
that the potential well is unaffected by the isotope
exchange, that the zero point energy of the mobile
species is

E0  s3y2dhv , (18)
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whereh is Planck’s constant. The difference in zero poi
energies for protons and deuterons is then

EH
0 2 ED

0 

µ
3
2

∂
hsvH 2 vDd ø 0.44hvH . (19)

Assuming a typical vibrational frequency of 1 to 33
1013 s21, one obtainsDE0 of 0.02 to 0.06 eV, and this, in
turn, leads to a similar difference in activation energi
for ion motion.

The observation of an isotope effect that is compa
ble in magnitude to that expected for the simple quant
mechanical treatment, Table VI, confirms that proto
are the mobile species in the bulk (grain interiors), as
widely accepted, and, more significantly, demonstra
that protons are the mobile species in grain bounda
of barium cerate as well. It is noteworthy that th
isotope effect on the pre-exponential term,A, is almost
negligible, with AHyAD , 1 in all cases. Nowick,6

who noted similar nonclassical behavior in a numb
of compounds including Nd-doped barium cerate, Y
doped strontium cerate, Sc-doped strontium zircona
and nonstoichiometric strontium calcium niobate, h
argued thatAD . AH will result if the migrating species,
having acquired the energy to overcome an ene
barrier between sites, retains a significant enough amo
of energy such that it can transverse the barrier aga
but in the reverse direction.

The low conductivity (and low activation energy) o
the LHPG-grown fibers of barium cerate is undoubted
a result of the low barium content and presence of Ce2

precipitates in these samples. Compositional variatio
can also explain the differences in behavior observ
for the two fiber samples. Indeed, a comparison of t
conductivity obtained for the first fiber sample wit
that of polycrystalline Ba0.96Ce0.85Gd0.15O32d

4 in a H2O-
saturated atmosphere, Fig. 24, shows the materials
have comparable electrical properties. Moreover, the
electric constant obtained for the fibers was significan
greater than that of the (stoichiometric) polycrystallin
materials, and such behavior has also been observed
barium-deficient polycrystalline samples.30
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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Alternatively, one might be tempted to consider the
possibility that the absence of grain boundaries causes
the high resistivity of the single-crystal samples. This is
equivalent to assuming thatsbulk in Eq. (6) is equal
to scrystal, and thats1 has a significant contribution
from sgb. At 200 ±C in an H2O-saturated atmosphere
the values ofs1 and s2 for batch-1 samples were
0.16 and 0.83 (kV21 cm21, respectively, whereas the
single-crystal fiber conductivity was 0.08 (kV)21 cm21.
Solving for gyG [from Eqs. (6) and (7)] gives 0.21,
implying that grain thickness should be,20% of the
grain diameter (!) in order to account for both a high
grain boundary resistance in series, as measured in term
of s2, and a high grain boundary conductivity in parallel,
as measured in terms ofs1 2 scrystal. Thus, something
other than microstructural considerations must account
for the differences in single crystal and bulk polycrys-
talline properties.

C. Discussion

The possibility that an amorphous phase may exist
at the grain boundaries of proton conducting perovskites
has been investigated by other authors in a few related
material systems. The results of those studies are sum
marized in Table VII. It is apparent that the formation
of such a phase is dependent on the exact host material
the dopant, and the dopant concentration. The presence
of impurities and compositional differences introduced
by differences in processing conditions also undoubtedly
influence the nature of the grain boundaries, and may
be responsible, in particular, for the different results
reported for Yb-doped strontium cerate. Nevertheless,
the bulk conductivities of these materials are compa-
rable, and thus the electrical properties appear to be
independent of the presence or absence of an amorphou
intergranular phase.

While we have established that grain boundary con-
duction does not dominate the total conductivity of
barium cerate, it is clear that the boundaries have very
different properties from those of the grain interiors. A
high grain boundary activation energy for transport in
TABLE VII. Results of TEM investigations of the grain boundary regions of proton conducting perovskites.

Host material Dopant Concentration Intergranular phase? Reference

BaCeO3 Nd 5% no 6
Nd 10% no 6
Nd 12% yesa 6
Gd 10% no 6
Gd 10% no Present work
Gd 15% no Present work, 24

SrCeO3 Yb 5% no 31
SrCeO3 Yb 5% yesb 32

aAs a continuous film.
bAt triple point junctions.
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H2O-saturated atmospheres has similarly been repo
by Flint and Slade33 in 10% Ca-doped barium cerate. Fo
materials prepared by conventional solid state synthe
an activation energy of 1.07(1) eV was obtained, and
those prepared from oxalate precursors, 0.73(4) eV w
measured. In both cases, the bulk conductivity exhibit
a typical activation energy of,0.64 eV. Stevenson
et al.34 have measured the bulk and boundary cond
tivities of 15% Gd-doped barium cerate. From the
graphical data, the activation energy for grain bounda
transport is,0.8 eV, where, again, the bulk conductivit
has a typical value of 0.58 eV. Moreover, as bo
groups determined the grain boundary conductivity fro
Nyquist plots in which two arcs were observed, it
apparent that the specific grain boundary conductivity
lower than that of the bulk.

In order to explain the differences between th
grain boundary and bulk properties of barium cera
we propose (i) that a greater concentration of wa
molecules are dissolved into the grain boundary regio
upon exposure to H2O than into the bulk, and (ii) that
the oxygen ions and protons that form OH grou
are more tightly bound together in the grain bounda
regions than in the bulk. The first property explains t
greater responsiveness of grain boundaries to a cha
in atmosphere from dry to wet argon and the second
high activation energy in the grain boundary region. A
the grain boundary region contains, by definition, mo
structural defects than the bulk, it is quite reasona
to expect that in the dry state it should contain
large concentration of oxygen vacancies, and in t
wet state a large concentration of hydroxyl groups. T
grain interiors, in contrast, appear to contain hydrox
groups even in the nominally dry state,35 and dissolve a
relatively small amount of H2O upon exposure to humid
atmospheres. That the dissolution of water into the b
must be low is supported by the observation that the u
cell dimensions of proton-conducting perovskites, with
experimental error, are the same in the dry and w
states.31,36 Given the typical weight gain that polycrys
talline samples undergo, however, it is impossible for t
grain boundaries to account for the entirety of the H2O
uptake.4 A high activation energy in the grain boundar
region may be understood if one presumes, as has b
recently proposed,37 that O–Ce–O bending vibrations
are an essential step for the proton transport mechan
Within the grain boundary region, disruption of th
lattice will lead to disruption of such vibrational mode
and thus protons remain bound to specific oxygen io

Because the activation energy for grain bounda
transport is higher than that for bulk transport, it ma
be expected that at some elevated temperaturesgb

should be greater thansbulk, and accordingly, that
transport along parallel grain boundaries may domin
s1. However, if we examine the ratio ofsgb to sbulk,
1594 J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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for the barium cerate sintered in air, we obtain

sgb

sbulk
 0.08 exp

µ
20.12 eV

kbT

∂
.

Thus, even at an infinitely high temperature the specific
grain boundary conductivity is lower than the bulk. In
terms of optimizing the transport properties of barium
cerate, then, one merely needs to obtain grain larg
enough that the low frequency arc in the Nyquist plot
becomes negligible with respect to the high frequency
arc at the temperature of operation. For typical operatin
temperatures of 400–500±C, even a material with a
grain size of 3mm meets the criterion. Enhancement
of the transport properties of Gd-doped barium cerate
by reducing the grain size is not possible, without a
significant alternation of the grain boundary properties.

D. Summary

The results of this work can be summarized as
follows:

(1) In the processing of doped barium cerate, a sin
tering temperature of approximately 1550±C for a period
of approximately 4 h yields a dense material. Higher
sintering temperatures lead to grain boundary breakawa
from pores, and thus larger grains but lower density
In addition, more severe sintering conditions (higher
temperatures and/or longer times) leads to the loss o
barium oxide. Highly barium-deficient materials will
contain CeO2 precipitates and exhibit low conductivities
and high dielectric constants.

(2) The brick layer model, which has been proven
effective for the analysis of the properties of barium
cerate, and several other materials by various author
enables, one, if a two-arc spectrum is observed in
the Nyquist plot of a polycrystalline material, and the
material has a typical microstructure, to immediately
conclude that the specific grain boundary resistance i
greater than that of the bulk. Moreover, thespecificgrain
boundary conductivity can be determined to relatively
good precision from the electrical data alone, that is, in
the absence of microstructural investigations.

(3) The grain boundaries in barium cerate are sig
nificantly more resistive that the bulk, and for similar
processing routes, the specific grain boundary conduc
tivity is independent of grain size. Moreover, the grain
boundary region, even when free of an amorphous phas
is more responsive electrically to changes in atmospher
These observations suggest that, after dissolution o
H2O from the atmosphere, the concentration of hydroxy
groups is greater in the grain boundaries but that th
protons in this region are more tightly bound to oxygen
ions than they are in the bulk. The activation energy for
proton transport in the grain boundary region of barium
cerate is 0.69 eV for samples sintered in air and 0.73 eV
3, No. 6, Jun 1998
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for those sintered in oxygen. Under no conditions cou
one expect grain boundary transport along parallel grai
to dominate the conduction process, unless, of cours
the grain boundary properties are significantly altere
by some other means.
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